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Researchers have beneﬁted from characterizing evidence-based decision
making as a process involving sequential sampling. More recently, sequential
sampling models have been applied to value-based decisions – decisions that
involve examining preferences for multi-attribute, multi-alternative choices.
The application of sequential sampling models to value-based decisions has
helped researchers to account for the context effects associated with preferential choice tasks. However, for these models to predict choice preferences,
more complex decision mechanisms have had to be introduced. We review
here the complex decision mechanisms necessary to account for context
effects found with multi-attribute, multi-alternative choices. In addition, we
review linkages between these more complex processes and their neural
substrates to develop a comprehensive and biologically plausible account
of human value-based decision making.

Highlights
Accumulation to threshold models
describe the dynamics of decision
making. They have been highly inﬂuential in perceptual decision making and
begin to dominate research on valuebased decisions.
For simple perceptual choices, core
mechanisms of these models, such
as evidence accumulation and decisions threshold crossing, could be
mapped onto a neural circuitry.
Value-based choices, however, often
require the comparison of multiple
choice options along multiple attributes.
Such decisions are prone to context
effects that are inconsistent with economic conceptions of [167_TD$IF]rationality.

Sequential Sampling and Value-[168_TD$IF]Based Decisions

For the past 25 years, models of decision making based on [169_TD$IF]sequential sampling and accumulation to threshold (see Glossary[170_TD$IF]) principles have become the dominant theory in the cognitive
sciences and have also started to play a central role in decision neuroscience [1–3]. The core
principle of this class of models is the assumption that the decision maker accumulates evidence
for each choice option until a threshold (of sufﬁciently strong evidence) is reached, at which time a
decision is made in favor of the ﬁrst to reach the threshold. Thus, sequential sampling models
provide a principled account of both choices and response times. There are two major domains of
applications of sequential sampling processes – one is for accumulating informative evidence for
or against each of several competing hypotheses, and the other is for accumulating affective
evaluations for or against each of several courses of action.
From these two domains, the evidence-based approach appeared ﬁrst in cognitive science,
with applications to perceptual [4–6], memory [7], and categorization [8,9] tasks. Not much
later, neuroscientiﬁc studies discovered that principles of evidence accumulation provided
remarkably accurate descriptions for the dynamics of neural activation during the decision
process of the animal. Pools of neurons in the frontal eye ﬁelds or lateral parietal areas of the
monkey brain appear to increase ﬁring rate up to an unobserved ﬁxed threshold, at which time
the behavioral response is produced (but see [10]). The initial neuroscience work focused
mainly on simple perceptual–motor decision-making tasks [11,12].
More recently, however, both cognitive scientists and decision neuroscientists have become
increasingly interested in applications of sequential sampling models to value-based decision
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To accommodate the complexity of
value-based decision making, a series
of novel accumulation to threshold
models that assume advanced component
processes
have
been
developed.
Most recently, model-based neuroscience studies have started to link
these component processes to their
neural underpinnings.
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making (also known as preferential choice). These are decisions that do not have an objectively
correct answer, but depend instead on the subjective goals and preferences of an individual.
Examples include decisions under risk and uncertainty, intertemporal choices, consumer
choices, and social interactions. Several new and competing cognitive models have been
developed for these tasks, and there is also a rapidly growing body of neuroimaging research
supporting these new theories. The purpose of this article is to review these new developments
in sequential sampling models for value-based decisions and to stress the importance of
identifying cognitive and neural mechanisms that account for the behavioral complexity
involved in this type of decision making.

New Developments for Value-based Decisions
Although sequential sampling models for evidence- and value-based tasks share many
principles, there are important differences that arise within each type. In addition to the obvious
fact that value-based decisions (also known as preferential choices) involve affective rather than
inferential evaluations, these tasks usually employ more complex choice options (i.e., options
that are characterized by multiple attributes such as the amount and probability of gambles, the
amount and delay of intertemporal choice options, or the price and quality of consumer
products). These more complex options result in puzzling context effects that seem, from
the perspective of economic theory, to be preferential choice paradoxes. Consequently, more
elaborate cognitive mechanisms are necessary to account for these paradoxical context
effects. Finally, these more elaborate mechanisms are implemented by more intricate networks
of neural activity and connectivity proﬁles.
The application of sequential sampling models to value-based decision making began with
decision ﬁeld theory [13,14], which was initially designed to model binary choices and decision
times between uncertain courses of action, and later extended to multi-alternative and
multi-attribute tasks (e.g., choosing among consumer products). Shortly afterward, a valuebased version of the leaky competing accumulator model [15], called the multi-alternative leaky
competing accumulator model [16,17], was introduced as a competing account for preferential
choices. Subsequently, several other competing models appeared, including the attentional
drift-diffusion model [18,19], the selective integration model [20], the associative accumulator
model [21], the multi-alternative linear ballistic accumulator model [22], and most recently the
sequential version of multi-alternative decision by sampling model [23].

Context Effects in Preferential Choice
Why are sequential sampling models needed for preferential choice? One reason is their
contribution to understanding how context affects choice. There are many different types
of context effects, but, when considering multi-alternative, multi-attribute choices, most
research focuses on the effects that ‘choice context’ (deﬁned by the choice set) has on
preferences.
Psychologists and consumer behaviorists have long been interested in choice context
effects because they provide empirical challenges for economic principles of consistency
and coherence that preferences were assumed to obey [24]. These include the principle of
independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) [25] as well as the regularity principle [26].
According to a probabilistic deﬁnition of the independence principle, if A is preferred
(chosen more frequently) than B in a binary choice, then A should be preferred (chosen
more frequently) than B when a new option C is added to the choice set. According to the
regularity principle, the frequency of choosing A in a binary choice between A and B cannot
be increased by adding a third option C.
252
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Glossary
Accumulation to threshold
models: these models assume that
choices are made by accumulating
evaluations until a threshold is
reached, at which point the choice is
made. The same model provides
predictions for both choice and
decision time. The term ‘sequential
sampling models’ is used
interchangeably. Approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC): a
class of computational methods
rooted in Bayesian statistics for
inferring latent parameters from data
by simulating a model to
approximate its likelihood function.
Attention switching: refers to the
idea that attention switches
probabilistically from one attribute to
another over time to produce a
stochastic sequence of evaluations
of different attributes.
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC): a section of the prefrontal
cortex that has been associated with
mechanisms of executive control.
Recently, it has been linked to nonlinear evidence-accumulation
processes in multi-attribute
sequential sampling models.
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(dmPFC): a section of the prefrontal
cortex covering the dorsal part of the
cerebral midline that has been
associated with cognitive control,
conﬂict, and negative feedback.
Recently, it has been linked to
evidence accumulation and lateral
inhibition processes during decision
making.
Independence of irrelevant
alternatives (IIA): a principle
required by many normative
economic choice theories according
to which the preference of a person
for option A over B should not
change if another option C is
introduced into the choice set.
Lateral inhibition: the assumption
that nodes in a neural network are
interconnected by negative links
such that positive activation in one
node passes negative inhibition to
the other nodes. This has the effect
of producing a competition that
eventually leads to a dominant node
of activation.
Loss aversion: this principle deﬁnes
gains and losses as positive or
negative changes with respect to
some reference point. The main idea

Studies of choice context provide crucial tests of these normative assumptions. When focusing
on choice context effects, most theorists are concerned with three major effects, known as
similarity, attraction, and compromise effects (lower panel B of Figure 1, Key Figure). Suppose
that option A and option B vary on two attributes (e.g., quality and economics). Option B is
economical but low-quality, whereas option A is expensive but high-quality, and, because of
the even trade-off, suppose that they are chosen equally frequently.
A similarity effect occurs [27] when a third option, S, which is similar but competitive with option
B, is added to the choice set (option S in Figure 1). Adding option S now increases the
probability of choosing A relative to B, violating IIA. Interestingly, the similarity effect can be
reversed when changing the presentation format from an alternative- to an attribute-focused
style [28].
An attraction effect occurs [29–34] when a third option, D, is added to the choice set that is similar but
much inferior to option A (option D in Figure 1). Adding option D now increases the probability of
choosing option A above that obtained from the binary choice, violating IIA and the regularity principle.
A compromise effect occurs [29,35,36] when a third option C is added to the choice set that extends
the attribute values beyond option A, such that option A now appears to be between the attribute
values of options C and B, thereby making A appear as a compromise (option C in Figure 1). Adding
option C now increases the probability of choosing the compromise option A, violating IIA.

is that, when comparing the same
magnitude change in gains and
losses, the change in loss has a
greater impact than the change in
gain.
Multi-attribute and multialternative tasks: choice tasks that
require participants to choose among
more than two options that are
characterized by two or more
attributes. Context effects are often
found in these types of choices.
Regularity: adding a new option C
to the choice set A + B should not
increase the probability to choose
either A or B.
Ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC): a section of the prefrontal
cortex covering the ventral part of
the cerebral midline that has been
associated with the computation of
subjective value. It has recently been
linked to the accumulation process in
value-based decisions.

Another type of choice context effect, not shown in Figure 1, but also important, is the
reference-point effect [37]. In this case, the decision maker initially is in possession of an
option, call it R for the reference, but then must give it up for a new option, either A or B. If R is
similar to A, then A is chosen more frequently than B; however, if R is similar to B, then B is
chosen more frequently than A. In this case, the location of the reference point reverses
preferences between A and B.
Violations of IIA rule out popular models such as the ratio of strengths model [25], and violations
of regularity ruled out random utility models [26] as well as the elimination by aspects model
[27]. Before the arrival of sequential sampling models of preferential choice, no single traditional
static theory could account for all of the above context effects, and sequential sampling models
provided the ﬁrst complete account [38].
Further empirical support for sequential sampling models was obtained by investigating how
context effects change as a function of deliberation time [39–41]. As predicted by sequential
sampling models, longer deliberation times produce larger attraction and compromise effects
(Figure 1, bottom panel). Note that only attraction and compromise effects have been examined
using deliberation time manipulations with preferential choice (but see [22] for a study of the
effects of deliberation time on similarity effects in a perceptual task).
Boxes 1 and 2 describe some additional ﬁndings concerning the three major choice context
effects. This includes a summary of substantial individual differences in the different types of
context effects (Box 1), and extensions of these context effects to inference tasks (Box 2).

Model Comparisons for Value-[168_TD$IF]Based Decisions
Comparison of Model Mechanisms
Figure 1A provides a graphical depiction of a general framework used by the competing
sequential sampling models, and Box 3 describes the central mechanisms used in various
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, March 2019, Vol. 23, No. 3
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Key Figure

Sequential Sampling Models of Value-Based Decisions
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Figure 1. Panel (A) illustrates a connectionist network in which three layers are used to process a choice among three options described by four attributes. Three car
options (hereafter labeled A, B, and C) are shown in the box that produce inputs to the network. The ﬁrst layer (containing four round nodes) processes the feature values
of the cars on the four attributes (e.g., size of engine, body style, gas mileage, price for each car). The second layer selects an attribute and computes a comparison of
feature values for each option. The third layer integrates the comparisons over time using lateral inhibitory connections between options to produce competition. The
graph on the far right of the middle panel represents the output of the network – the accumulated preferences for each of the three options over time. Car A (red
trajectory) reaches threshold ﬁrst and is chosen at the time indicated by the vertical line. The top part of panel A illustrates the three neural centers that are thought to be
associated with each processing stage (i.e., feature evaluation, option comparison, preference accumulation) shown in the middle panel. However, note that the brain
regions responsible for feature processing are highly dependent on the type of choice options. The bottom left of panel (B) depicts alternatives (A, B, C, D, S) located in a
2D (economics, quality) attribute space: A is the target option, B is the competitor option, and options S, D, C are decoys designed to produce similarity (S), attraction
(D), and compromise (C) context effects. The bottom middle of panel B shows the pattern of empirical ﬁndings produced by adding these decoy options to the set with
target A and competitor B. The bottom right of panel (B) illustrates the predictions of sequential sampling models for the attraction and similarity effects across time. The
probability of choosing each of the three options is plotted as a function of the average time required to reach threshold produced by increasing the threshold criterion.
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Box 1. Individual Differences in Context Effects
Most consumer studies are limited in their conclusions by the use of between-subject designs. The observed modal
choice often does not allow a logically valid inference for the structure of the heterogeneous individual preferences
[90,91]. For this reason, within-subject designs with repeated choices provide more precise estimates of the proportion
of people that are affected by the choice context. However, only a few studies have examined context effects using a
within-subject design [34]. Several studies [87,92] examined the similarity, compromise, and attraction effect simultaneously using a within-subject design with many choices, and these revealed that only a small minority of participants
showed all three effects simultaneously. This can be explained by the relatively strong correlations between the different
effects. Whereas the attraction effect was positively correlated with the compromise effect (r = 0.49), the similarity effect
was negatively correlated with both other effects (r = 0.53 for similarity and attraction effects, and r = 0.58 for
similarity and compromise effects [87]).

Box 2. Differences between Preferences and Inferences
Although this review is primarily concerned with preferential choice, it is important to point out that context effects are
not limited to this domain. For instance, one study [93] found similarity, attraction, and compromise effects for an
inference task in which participants were required to infer which of three suspects had most likely committed a crime.
Likewise, this study was also able to replicate the three context effects for a perceptual task in which participants were
required to judge the size of three geometrical ﬁgures. These studies are important because they indicate that the
cognitive processes underlying the effects are not limited to the preferential domain but instead must rely on
mechanisms that appear plausible across different domains. Context effects seem to be stronger in the preferential
as compared to the perceptual domain [30], and it has been argued that people process information more efﬁciently and
respond more cautiously in a perceptual task as compared to its preferential analog [94].

combinations by these competing models. As shown in Figure 1, the models assume that
attribute features of options are inputs to the process, these feature values are then compared
across options, and ﬁnally these attribute comparisons are integrated across time to produce
an accumulated preference for each option until a threshold is reached.
Table 1 provides a summary of the unique mechanisms used by each model. Decision ﬁeld
theory [38] uses the concepts of stochastic attention switching for attributes, and lateral
inhibition for competition during accumulation; in addition, to account for context effects, it
is assumed that the strength of lateral inhibition depends on the distance between alternatives in the attribute space. The leaky competing accumulator model [16,17] also uses the
concepts of attention switching and lateral inhibition, but its unique feature is the replacement of distance dependence with uniform lateral inhibition, and it relies on the principle of
loss aversion [42] to explain context effects. The attentional drift-diffusion model [18,19] is
unique in its assumption that attention switches among alternatives (rather than attributes);
however, this alternative-wise processing mechanism does not provide any account of the
three major choice context effects. The associative accumulation model [21] primarily relies
on attention switching to attributes, but, to account for context effects, this model is unique
for assuming that attention to attributes is driven by the magnitude of attribute values. The
unique feature of decision by sampling [23] is that decisions are made by accumulating
counts generated by ﬁrst attending to an attribute and a pair of options, and then performing
pairwise ordinal comparisons between the attribute values. The idea of ordinal (or rankdependent) comparisons of options on attributes is also implemented in the attention
switching process used in the selective integration model [20] to account for context effects.
All the previously mentioned models assume that the accumulation process is stochastic
because of probabilistic attention switching. Instead, the unique assumption of the linear
ballistic accumulator model [22] is that a parallel race among options occurs deterministically, the rate of growth for each option is determined by subjective weighting of attribute
comparisons, and choice probability is generated from trial to trial variability in rate
parameters.
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Box 3. Mechanisms Explaining Context Effects
Attribute Comparison
Some models assume that the evaluation of an attribute for an option is formed by evaluating the value of the option for
an attribute relative to the attribute values of the other options. Therefore, the relative advantage/disadvantage of each
option for an attribute depends on the context of items within which it is presented (left part of middle panel of Figure 1).
Attention to Attributes
Models of attribute processing need to make assumptions about how attention is allocated to each attribute. Many
models treat attention weight to each attribute as a free parameter in the model. Other approaches assume that
attribute values drive the attention allocation process.
Filtration
When comparing options on attributes, both advantages and disadvantages are produced. Some models assume that
there is an imbalance in the evaluation of gains and losses such that losses tend to have larger psychological impacts
than gains [37].
Attribute Integration
Models need to integrate attribute information into an estimate of the overall preference for each alternative. A stochastic
approach is to assume that attention ﬂuctuates among the attributes from one moment to the next, and that the
ﬂuctuating comparisons are integrated over time into an evolving preference state. A deterministic approach is to
assume a weighted average of attribute comparisons for an option, which determines the rate of growth in preference
across time (see right part of middle panel of Figure 1).
Competition
Some models assume that choice alternatives compete with one another by a lateral inhibitory process, creating
interesting dynamics in the deliberation process. The lateral inhibition can either be uniform across options, or
dependent on the psychological distance between options [95].
Valuation Noise
Because human preferences often vary across occasions, it is also important to have mechanisms that describe
stochasticity in the choice process. Models of probabilistic choice assume either moment-to-moment noise in the
accumulation process, or trial-to-trial variability in the evaluation of the values of options.

Qualitative Empirical Comparisons
The paradoxical choice context effects posed a problem for traditional, static, models of
preferential choice for over 30 years. These context effects also challenged evidence-based
sequential sampling models such as the drift-diffusion decision model [7]. This challenge was

Table 1. Comparison of Value-Based Sequential Sampling Mechanisms
Model

Unique mechanisms

Refs

Decision ﬁeld theory

Attention switching, distance-dependent lateral inhibition

[38]

Leaky competing accumulator

Attention switching, constant lateral inhibition, loss aversion

[16]

Attentional drift diffusion

Attention switches among alternatives

[19]

Selective integration

Attention biased by ordinal comparisons of attribute values

[20]

Associative accumulator

Attention switching driven by the magnitude of attribute values

[21]

Linear ballistic accumulator

Deterministic race based on weighted attribute comparisons

[22]

Decision by sampling

Counts pairwise ordinal comparisons of attribute values

[23]
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ﬁnally met by advancing value-based sequential sampling models that achieve this capability by
introducing a variety of new mechanisms (distance-dependent lateral inhibition, loss aversion,
attention guided by rank value). Almost all the value-based sequential sampling models can
account for similarity, attraction, compromise, and reference-point effects (except for [19] and
[20]). In addition, decision ﬁeld theory (based on lateral inhibition) and the leaky accumulator
model (based on loss aversion) provide strong a priori reasons for the observed negative
correlation between attraction/compromise effects and similarity effects (Box 1). The associative accumulation model provides the most systematic account of reference-point effects [43]
so far. However, the decision by sampling model [23], being the most recent application to
context effects, accounts for the largest number of different qualitative ﬁndings (see the 25
different phenomena listed in Table 4 of their article[17_TD$IF])).
A crucial dynamic prediction made by the sequential sampling models concerns the temporal
evolution of preferences. The sequential sampling models also predict that attraction and
compromise effects grow larger as a function of increasing deliberation time (Figure 1B), and
the predicted increasing effect of deliberation time has been conﬁrmed in several experiments
[39–41]. The dynamic nature of these effects is important because several new static choice
models of context effects have been proposed [36,44–47] that have no mechanisms for making
any a priori predictions about dynamic effects.
Quantitative Empirical Comparisons
Several quantitative model comparisons have been conducted to compare the accuracy of
the competing sequential sampling models for predicting context effects in value-based
choice. The models have been compared using several different methods (Box 4). Some
comparisons are based on using aggregate data (pooled across participants), others are
based on predictions for individual data, and ﬁnally some use hierarchical methods that apply
to all participants by including an additional model for the distribution of individual differences.
Table [172_TD$IF]2 provides a summary of the model comparisons. Note that this only includes
comparisons based on preferential choices among value-based options, and does not
include comparisons based on perceptual or inference tasks ([22] gives an example of
the latter). Also note that, although all the sequential sampling models are capable of
predicting both choice probability and decision time, the comparisons shown in Table [173_TD$IF]2
are based only on choice data.

Box 4. Methods for Evaluating Models
Quantitatively evaluating the predictions of cognitive models for empirical data usually requires estimating model
parameters from part of the data. Bayesian estimation methods have become more popular in cognitive science
because they enable hierarchical versions of cognitive models to be ﬁt to the data, and many methods and software
packages have facilitated this transition [96]. Once ﬁt, researchers can use methods to obtain metrics such as Bayes
factors [97] to assess the evidence for one model or another. However, the complexities of the models described in this
article make it difﬁcult to derive simple equations for model ﬁtting, making parameters difﬁcult to estimate. This situation
is problematic because it prohibits researchers from using parameter estimates to characterize individual differences,
and understand what combination of model mechanisms yields speciﬁc patterns of behavioral data. Fortunately, new
methods of parameter estimation circumvent the complex mathematical details of the models through model simulation
[98]. Often referred to as approximate Bayesian computation (ABC), these methods take summary statistics of
simulated data, compare them to observed data, and use the discrepancy between the two statistics as a measure of
how likely each model parameter is to have generated the observed data. The novelty of the ABC approach is that it can
be used within a Bayesian framework, and thus hierarchical models and parameter uncertainty can easily be assessed.
Many new algorithms have been developed for speciﬁc modeling applications, such as estimating parameters that are
intercorrelated [96,99], models of choice response time [100,101], recognition memory [102], preferential choice [48],
and hierarchical models [103]. Together, these algorithms have opened up new opportunities for assessing complex
individual differences, as well as comparing model ﬁt, balanced for model complexity.
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Table 2. Comparison of Competing Models with Respect to the Accuracy of Quantitative Predictions [16_TD$IF]for
Preferential Choicesa,b
Aggregate

Individual

Hierarchical

Refs

DFT > MNL

[87]

DFT > MNL

[88]
DFT = LBA

DFT > AA > LCA > LBA

[89]
AA > LCA  LBA > DFT

[48]

DFT = LBA = DbS

[23]

Abbreviations: AA, associative accumulation model [21]; DbS, decision by sampling model [23]; DFT, decision ﬁeld theory
[38]; LBA, linear ballistic accumulator model [22]; LCA, leaky competing accumulator model [16]; MNL, multinomial logit
model [26].
b
Note that the attentional drift-diffusion model [19] and the selective integration model are not included because they have
not been quantitatively compared with other models with respect to predictions for the main three choice context effects.
a

The results of the competition show that sequential sampling models generally make better
predictions than the multinomial logit model (a popular random utility model). However, the
results of competition among sequential sampling models indicates that, although decision ﬁeld
theory performs well for aggregate data, other competing models perform better when
individual differences are taken into account.
A better way to evaluate the sequential sampling models is to form a new collection by
systematically including or excluding the various component processes that are used in
different existing models (Box 3). Using this strategy, it is possible to identify the crucial
psychological mechanisms important to the decision, rather than any speciﬁc ensemble of
mechanisms assumed by a particular model. Recently, Turner and colleagues [48] compared a
collection formed by including or excluding different types of attention shifting/weighting, loss
aversion, lateral inhibition, and noise assumptions. The results of this large ‘switchboard
analysis’ of model comparisons indicated that the best-performing models include stochastic
integration of attribute comparisons, attention weighting depending on attribute values, lateral
inhibition, and non-linear evaluation of attribute comparisons.
It seems difﬁcult to distinguish the sequential sampling models on the basis of choice
data alone. However, an added advantage of these models is that they also
predict decision time and derive implications for eye movements, which can also be used
for model comparison. There are numerous applications of value-based sequential sampling models to choice and decision time for the simple case of binary choices
[174_TD$IF][13,18,19,49–52], but fewer applications multi-alternative (more the two) choices [175_TD$IF][53].
By adding additional assumptions linking eye movements to attention, predictions can
made regarding the direction of eye movements during the decision process [54] and the
inﬂuence that this direction has on choice [18,19,41]. Another important way to distinguish
between models may be obtained from neuroscientiﬁc evidence [55], as reviewed in the
following section.

Neuroscientiﬁc Research on Mechanisms
Neural Mechanisms of Value Accumulation
Early neuroscientiﬁc studies that relied on sequential sampling models to better understand
value-based decisions focused on the question of which brain regions mediate the processes
of value integration and evidence accumulation [56–59]. Consistent with other work in
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neuroeconomics [60,61], these studies agreed on the role of the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC) as representing the subjective value of available choice options (middle panel
of Figure 1B). However, although some studies further linked the vmPFC to comparison and
evidence-accumulation processes [59,62], other studies attributed these cognitive mechanisms to downstream areas such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) (right panel of Figure 1B) [57,58]. Importantly, these
early as well as many more recent studies in decision neuroscience [63–66] assume that people
accumulate and compare integrated value signals of each option, which stands in contrast to
the idea of stochastic switching across attributes, a mechanism inherent to most theories of
multi-attribute decision making (see above). One reason for this discrepancy appears to be the
dominance of fMRI as a tool to study the neural basis of value-based decision making in
humans. The low temporal resolution of fMRI does not allow us to measure rapid changes in
attention and decision processes. In our view, future research will need to rely more heavily on
techniques with higher temporal precision such as electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) to study value-based decisions. Furthermore, the integration of
knowledge from animal studies that employ rapid single-unit recording as well as optogenetic
interventions will be crucial [10,67,68] even though this research area has mostly focused on
perceptual decisions so far. Another reason for the discrepancy between cognitive and neural
studies of value-based choice seems to be the frequent use of choice stimuli with ambiguous
attributes (e.g., food snacks) in decision neuroscience, which precludes measuring and
dissociating attribute-speciﬁc computations.
Neuroimaging Studies of Context Effects and Attribute-Wise Decision Processes
Despite the modest take-up of insights from the cognitive sciences, a few neuroscientiﬁc
studies have investigated context effects in multi-attribute decisions, and especially the
attraction effect [69–73]. Two studies reported increased activation of the anterior insula,
either when contrasting target against competitor choices [71] or when contrasting decisions
with a decoy option against decisions with a neutral third option [72]. The involvement of the
anterior insula may indicate that saliency-driven overweighting of the strongest attribute of the
target underlies the attraction effect [21,72,74].
Only a subset of these studies made use of value-based sequential sampling models to
connect the neural data with potential cognitive mechanisms that underlie the contexts
effects in multi-attribute, multi-alternative choice tasks [72,73,75]. One of the ﬁrst was an
fMRI study investigating the neural mechanisms of changes in attribute relevance in a threealternative choice task [75]. In this study, an attribute became more relevant (i.e., had a
stronger inﬂuence on the decision) if one of the options had an exceedingly high value on
this attribute. To explain the (IIA-violating) choice behavior in their task, the authors used a
hierarchical accumulator model that bears many similarities to multi-alternative decision
ﬁeld theory [38], although it would not be sufﬁcient to explain all the above-mentioned
context effects (i.e., attraction, similarity, compromise). At the neural level, it was found that
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the intraparietal sulcus encoded a chosen-value
signal that was modulated by attribute relevance, while the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
encoded an unmodulated value signal. A study more directly concerned with the attraction
effect [72] applied multi-alternative decision ﬁeld theory [38] to predict choices between
risky prospects. The predicted choice probability of the model could be linked to fMRI
activation in vmPFC and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). Interestingly, the choice-related
activity in PCC was stronger in those participants who – according to the cognitive model –
exaggerated the psychological distance between the target and the decoy in the 2D
attribute space.
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A recent study choice examined the relationship between lateral inhibition and the engagement
of prefrontal and parietal areas in intertemporal choices [76]. The authors adapted mechanisms
such as lateral inhibition and leakage [16,38] to test how self-control processes emerge when
choosing between a smaller–sooner versus a later–larger reward. Hierarchical Bayesian analysis of competing models found that the best account of the decision process was a dynamic,
oscillatory feature-selection process [13,49] combined with active suppression of tempting, but
inferior, choice options through lateral inhibition [15,16]. More reﬁned single-trial analyses
revealed that distinct subregions within the prefrontal cortex (i.e., the dmPFC and the left
dlPFC) were associated with inhibition of the tempting but inferior sooner–smaller reward
options, consistent with extant theories of cognitive control [77,78].
Future Neuroscientiﬁc Research on Value-Based Decisions
With a very few exceptions [76], the neurobiological plausibility of component processes in
value-based decisions, such as attentional switching or lateral inhibition, is yet to be tested in a
systematic and rigorous fashion. We propose that much additional effort will need to be taken
to develop a new agenda of neuroscientiﬁc research on multi-attribute value-based decisions.
This agenda should be guided by four principles. We have outlined three of these principles
above: we need (i) increased reliance on neuroscientiﬁc methods such as EEG and MEG that
allow capturing the rapidly evolving component processes of multi-attribute decision making, (ii)
intensiﬁed crosstalk with animal research on evidence accumulation, and (iii) principled use of
experimental designs and stimuli that quantify the processing of well-deﬁned attributes (e.g.,
intertemporal choice options that are characterized by the attributes amount and delay of
reward). In addition, we propose that decision neuroscientists need to employ state-of-the-art
tools to bridge the gap between cognitive modeling and neural recordings [79–83]. In particular,
novel methods have been developed that allow joint modeling of neural and behavioral data
such that neural data can directly constrain cognitive models [55,84–86]. These approaches
offer a hitherto missing opportunity to dissociate between competing cognitive models and
their presumed component processes (which often make highly similar behavioral predictions)
on the basis of neurobiological plausibility.

Concluding Remarks
Empirical research on value-based decisions, based on multi-attribute and multi-alternative
choices, has produced a collection of puzzling choice context effects that have challenged
traditional static theories for over 30 years (Figure 1B and Box 1). The challenging set of
empirical regularities was ﬁnally successfully addressed by extending classic sequential sampling models of evidence-based decisions into value-based decisions with new mechanisms
(Box 3) such as stochastic integration of attribute comparisons, attention weighting depending
on attribute values, lateral inhibition, and nonlinear evaluation of comparisons. Although these
additional mechanisms enabled computational models to capture important context effects
behaviorally, many researchers began the difﬁcult quest of justifying the additional complexity
brought on by their inclusion. In the present review we have highlighted several key advantages
produced by sequential sampling models of value-based decisions, including temporal evolution of preference, decision times, eye movements, and connections to neural data. Perhaps
equally interesting is the discovery of context effects in evidence-based decision paradigms
(Box 2), suggesting the possibility of a framework for unifying evidence- and value-based
decision making. However, to construct such a framework, we believe that modern cognitive
scientists will need to synthesize evidence across both value-based and evidence-based
domains to identify when advanced mechanisms affect cognitive dynamics, while looking
to the many technological advances for better appreciating the temporal aspects of the
computations of the mind [176_TD$IF](see Outstanding Questions for future issues).
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Outstanding Questions
Do the new ﬁndings of context effects
in perception and inference tasks
require switching from simpler models
previously used in evidence-based
tasks to adopting some of the more
advanced mechanisms developed for
value-based decisions?
Is it possible to form a single sequential
sampling model that can be applied to
both value-based and inferencebased tasks, or are these domains of
application so different that different
models are needed for each one?
The advanced mechanisms used in
value-based sequential sampling
models introduce a very high level of
complexity in these models. How can
we develop rigorously empirical tests
for these complex models?
Similarly, how can we avoid that these
advanced mechanisms make models
too complex and impractical for application to ﬁeld research in marketing
and consumer behavior?
What methodological advances will be
necessary to investigate complex decision dynamics? Both precise spatial
and temporal information about neural
computations are essential. Currently,
methods for combining high spatial
and temporal modalities (e.g., EEG
and fMRI) are complicated to implement. How will development in signal-processing techniques change
cognitive theories of decision making?

Finally, some initial progress has been made recently in uncovering the neural substrates
underlying the advanced mechanisms used by sequential sampling models of value-based
decision, for instance by linking lateral inhibition of choice options to the cognitive control system
of the brain [76]. However, most of the advanced mechanisms that have been put forward in
cognitive research on value-based decisions making are yet to be linked to brain data. More work
and effort is needed in this regard, and we have delineated an agenda for future research. The
ultimate goal is use neural data to constrain cognitive models [83] to identify a neurobiologically
plausible account of value-based decision making and to avoid further inﬂation of proposals of
sequential sampling models that are able to explain context effects.
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